**Reflections Nature Tours**

**SUNSET TOURS** with our kayaks are one of the most unique ways to witness this revered time of day. Watch wading and shore birds flock to feed, see fish jump, and await the multitude of color changes in the sky. Bring your camera to record this novel adventure.

We offer these tours upon request. Paddling begins 1½ hours before sunset.

$40/person (2 person minimum).

**FULL MOON TOURS** are offered every month; 2 nights before the full moon and full moon evening. We begin with light paddling along a protected shallow shoreline as we witness the sun descend and the moon rise. When the moon comes into view you will hear and see nocturnal birds and sealife that elude us during the day. Don’t miss this experience, it is one you will never forget!

We offer these tours upon request. Paddling begins 1 hour before sunset.

$40/person (2 person minimum).

Full moon dates available for 2003.